Volvo 240dl wagon

Used Volvo for Sale 4. Overall Rating. Track Price Check Availability. By Rating. Overall 3. This
car was to provide transportation for my new family. The model is unaffectionately referred to
as a refrigerator on wheels, alluding to it's rectangular shape. This particular model was beige,
had a working stereo and , miles. The transmission was a four speed. The car drove very well.
The car was very safe. Even given its age, our 4 cylinder model still got around 20MPG average
city and highway. The comfort and accessories were nothing to write home about, but the seat
belts worked, and despite a couple of cracks the dash still held together well. At one point, I was
driving my son to daycare during a rainstorm and a car skidded into my rear bumper. While the
entire front end of his vehicle was crushed, my bumper barely had a scuff mark on it. My son
and I still laugh in amazement over how safe our Volvo was. Volvo has built a solid reputation
on safety. This lower cost DL model was no exception. This car was solid and held up well in
rainy weather fender benders, which were it not for the reinforced bumpers, could have ended
very differently than they had -- not so much as a small dent and no injuries to the passengers.
The clutch cable broke at one point and I was still able to pop into first from a dead start using
the starter only and I kept the car drive-able, avoiding an expensive towing service. The stereo
sound really wasn't very great and the cloth seats were not the most comfortable. The design of
the car leaves much to be desired. The sunroof was manual and was showing signs of rust and
leaked around the weather stripping in wet weather. Overall 5. The standard Volvo has ample
space for five passengers. Some models have the available jump seats in the rear, behind the
rear seat. The best part about this car is that the rear seat folds flat. Now this is not like the fold
flat offered in cars where the seat is near flat, but it is flat. Real flat. This car is a truck from the
Swedes. The seats are comfortable and plush for long distances. The controls are well laid out
and easy to use. Downside is the aged drive train which uses more fuel than the average new
car. Average fuel economy is about 17 miles per gallon. This is the best, most functional car on
the market. Excellent for running around town, though the four speed needs some help working
up a hill from a dead stop. Plenty of time I had to change my route. True fold flat seats. Great
visibility. Excellent safety record. After a few tries, the engine turned over and needed very little
work to become road ready. It has class and style and, most important to me, hardly anyone on
the road has one. So when people see my vehicle, they know it is mine. On top of that, other
owners of Volvos usually have positive experiences. I've even ran into one owner in her forties
that said she's had the car her whole life and wants to be buried in it. Personally the only
negative I have for it right now is that the AC in it doesn't work, and on the coldest days of the
year, it struggles to start. The vehicle had been sitting in the seller's yard for over a year without
being started. Fortunately, I'm in a hotter climate, so it is rare that it is so cold it won't start.
Also, I've been assured the AC can be fixed. That brings me to the biggest pro for me, most
work on it is considerably cheap. The back seats can be put down and leave enough room for
two people to lay out comfortably making it an ideal road trip vehicle and spending the night in
it between locations. There is so much more, living near a beach, a surf board could easily fit
inside it, but it has racks on top as part of its model, so one could just as easily put things on
top. I kind of already mentioned it, but one day I took a sick day off from work and went to the
library and the next day everyone at work knew I had been at the library, even though the library
isn't on a main road or I didn't see anyone there. One person saw my vehicle and then it spread.
It is nice to be recognized, but it is also nice to just take a day off for once too. I'm sure if I sat
here and thought about it I could go on and on about the pros of the vehicle. For me that
biggest pro is how unique it is. Most people are unaware of how dependable Volvos are. Its
upkeep is very easy, and it has its own cult like following, so if you ever run into one owner,
you're bound to find a group on social media where they get together from time to time and ride
around, almost like nerdy bikers. It's big enough for a family or a group of friends to go on a
road trip and if one likes to spend the night out in nature, then it is easy to cart along all the
material n It's big enough for a family or a group of friends to go on a road trip and if one likes
to spend the night out in nature, then it is easy to cart along all the material necessary without
having to add any appendage to the vehicle, though the racks on top make any kind of addition
like that pretty easy. This is really just my vehicle. Before I purchased it, someone had lowered
the body, so the spead bumps are always cringe worthy in parking lots. It bottoms out regularly,
though I've been told the fix would be easy, I just haven't gotten around to it. Also, in my vehicle
the AC isn't working, as a lot of cars as old as this one are prone to have happen to them. I have
a friend who is willing to work on it, and feels it is just a simple leak that can be fixed and then
filled with freon, but I haven't gotten around to that yet. It also makes it hard to just ride around
town inconspicuously It also makes it hard to just ride around town inconspicuously. It is a
memorable vehicle, so if I want to go to the library, everyone knows I went to the library that
day. The Volvo Series or and Series is a range of mid-size cars produced by Swedish company
Volvo Cars from to , with more than 2. The series overlapped production of the Volvo Series to

As the Series remained popular, only the Series was displaced by the Series, which Volvo
marketed alongside the for another decade. The was replaced by the Series in , a year before
the was discontinued. Production of the ended on 14 May , after nearly 20 years. The looked
much like the earlier and , for they shared the same body shell and were largely the same from
the cowl rearward. However, the incorporated many of the features and design elements tried in
the Volvo VESC ESV in , which was a prototype experiment in car safety. The overall safety of
the driver and passengers in the event of a crash was greatly improved with very large front and
rear end crumple zones. Another main change was to the engines, which were now of an
overhead cam design. The series also received a V6 engine in lieu of the 's inline-six. The Series
had MacPherson strut -type front suspension, which increased room around the engine bay,
while the rear suspension was a modified version of that fitted to the Series. The steering was
greatly improved with the installation of rack-and-pinion steering , with power steering fitted as
standard to the GL, DL and GL, and there were some modifications made to the braking system
in particular the master cylinder. The front end of the car was also completely restyled with a
"shovel nose" which closely resembled that of the ESV prototype vehicle â€” that being the
most obvious change which made the Series distinguishable from the earlier and Series. Other
than all the changes mentioned above, the Series was almost identical to the and Series from
the bulkhead to the very rear end. In , a facelift meant a redesigned rear end for sedans, with
wraparound taillights and a trunk opening with a lower lip. All models were available with a
choice of four-speed manual or a three-speed automatic transmission. Overdrive was also
optional on the manual GL, while a five-speed manual gearbox was optional on the GL and GL.
In the autumn of for the model year in America , the DL estate became available alongside the
existing range, and this was the first production Volvo estate to be powered by a six-cylinder
engine. The choice of gearboxes was also improved, with overdrive now available as an option
in all manual models except the base-model L and L. As before, a three-speed automatic was
optional in every model. The B21A engine gained three horsepower; a new steering wheel and
gearknob were also introduced. The raw bodies were sent from Sweden to Grugliasco for
lengthening, reinforcing, and finishing. In the grille was altered, now with a chrome surround.
Rear view mirrors were now black, while the front seats were changed as were the emblems,
while interval wipers were introduced. The model year brought a full facelift front and rear, the
most obvious change being the adoption of flush fitting square headlamps in place of the
recessed circular units, whilst the sedans received new wraparound rear lamp clusters and a
restyled leading edge to the trunk lid, although the rear of the wagons remained unchanged.
The GLE was added while the L was cancelled, and the six-cylinder diesel arrived late in the
year. For there was yet another new grille, while the station wagons received new, wraparound
taillights. The Turbo arrived, while six-cylinder models now had a more powerful 2. The
instrument pod itself, which had been unaltered since the model year Series, was also
redesigned. Incremental improvements were made almost every year of the production run. One
of the major improvements was the introduction of the oxygen sensor in North America in late
models , which Volvo called Lambda Sond and developed in conjunction with Bosch. It added a
feedback loop to the K-Jetronic fuel injection system already in use, which allowed fine-tuning
of the air and fuel mixture and therefore produced superior emissions, drivability and fuel
economy. In the domestic Swedish market, the could be had with a 2. The GLT and Turbo
versions received a taller grille. About one-third of all s sold were station wagons , which
featured very large cargo space of 41 cubic feet 1. The jumpseat came with three-point seat
belts, and wagons were designed to have a reinforced floor section, protecting the occupants of
the jumpseat in the event of a rear-end collision. A Volvo DL was driven by IKEA founder Ingvar
Kemprad, who stopped driving it when he was told the car was too dangerous due to outdated
safety design two decades later. The last produced was a blue station wagon built to the Italian
specification and named the "Polar Italia", currently displayed at the Volvo World Museum. The
series was offered with three families of engines. Most s were equipped with Volvo's own red
block , 2. Both overhead valve and overhead cam versions of the red block engines were
installed in s. The B20 was used only in the early years and subsequently replaced by the B19 ,
a smaller version of the B Power of the carburetted versions increased for the model year.
Known as the PRV family, they were developed in a three-way partnership among Volvo,
Peugeot and Renault , diesel models are powered by diesel engines purchased from
Volkswagen. In Greece and Israel the 1. The series retained the B20A inline-four engine from the
Series in certain markets, with the new B21A engine available as an option on the DL models.
The US and Canadian series ranges were not identical; the B21A carbureted engine was never
available in the US, but was the base engine in Canada from through All s were fuel-injected in
the US market; the carbureted B20 and B21 engines were not available due to emissions
regulations. The turbocharged B21FT engines were available from to Beginning in , the engine

displacement for non-turbo engines was increased to 2. From on, Canadian models received the
US model engines, usually in state form, except for the Turbo which was only available with
California emission controls. The models had a completely new degree V6 B27E engine,
sometimes called the "Douvrin". This engine was unusual at the time, being composed of many
small parts in a modular design as opposed to a monolithic engine block and head. In
fuel-injected form, the B27F was introduced to the US in the series. Volvo increased engine
displacement to 2. The updated B engine used in the final years of the and models did not suffer
from the same premature camshaft wear as the earlier PRV engines. Volvo's new diesel engine
was purchased from Volkswagen and was a six-cylinder iteration of the ones installed in diesel
Volkswagen and Audi vehicles at the time. At the time of introduction, the six-cylinder Volvo
was one of the fastest as well as quietest diesels sold. A Bosch mechanical injection system is
used that requires constant electrical input so that the fuel supply can be cut off when the
ignition key is removed. The lesser D20 engine was the same as installed in the contemporary
Audi ; it was only sold in select markets where it was favoured by the tax structures. Most D5s
went to Finland but it was also marketed in Italy between and The diesel had originally been
intended to be sold North America first and foremost, but in actuality the D24 only became
available in the North American market beginning with the model year. After the US diesel
market collapsed, sales decreased to ever smaller numbers and it was discontinued after the
model year. The series cars were identified initially by badges on their trunk lid or rear hatch in
a manner similar to the system used for previous models. Throughout the series' production,
different levels of luxury were available for purchase. The actual equipment and availability of a
particular trim level varied depending on the market. The letters normally appear on the trunk lid
or rear hatch of the car except for during MY and had originally represented the following,
although by the s the letter codes had officially lost any underlying meaning: [30]. The 4 and 6
codes soon lost their original meaning as signifying the number of cylinders with the
introduction of B17 -engined four-cylinder Volvo s for export to Greece and Israel in the late s.
There was also a six-cylinder GLT in some markets, as well as both six- and five-cylinder
diesels labelled The second digit now only denoted how luxurious the car was. Several trim
levels were special offerings only available during certain years or for unique body styles:.
Sometimes, the engine type of a car was also designated by badging. In some instances, these
badges were omitted, replaced trim level badges, or even used in combination with them:. The
Turbo model was discontinued in early Quad indicates two headlamps per side; all others one
headlamp per side [35]. Volvo produced a prototype for a hatchback version in , badged the
Volvo GL , but it was not chosen for mass production and is now on display in the Volvo World
Museum in Gothenburg , Sweden. Volvo also produced a prototype in called the GTC Turbo ,
which had roof pillars similar to that of a C, and a body design of a GT. It also came with striping
on the sides, close to the bottom of the car with the word turbo on it to make it seem lower than
it actually was. It was originally planned to have two engine choices, a 16 valve I4 engine made
for racing , and a turbocharged version of the B21 Redblock I4 engine which was under
construction. Despite its non-sporting image, the Volvo was a successful competitor in touring
car racing in the s. In Volvo produced evolution version of the Turbo with a larger turbocharger
and other performance modifications. All of these special cars were exported to the United
States with the special equipment kit in the trunk of each car. All , except for one car which was
returned to Sweden, were subsequently stripped of their GpA homologation equipment and sold
as standard road cars. This was allowed under the Group A regulations, the cars only having to
have been made and not necessarily sold. Nevertheless, it did lead to protests from other
teams, until Volvo was able to produce proof that the cars had indeed been manufactured.
Nevertheless, the Turbo proved a successful competitor, and in won the Zolder round of the
European Touring Car Championship. Volvo Motor Sport, VMS, did not run the cars directly,
instead contracting the services of established teams to prepare and manage them, with
technical assistance from VMS. The Eggenberger Motorsport team was the most successful of
these. In , Volvo signed Swiss engine guru Ruedi Eggenberger to run its works team. Around
the world, other teams were also running the Volvo T with fair degrees of success. Francevic
won the Australian Touring Car Championship the first and only time that the title had been won
by a Volvo driver and the first time since its inception in that it had been won with a car powered
by a turbocharged engine. The Volvo Turbo won the 24 Hours of Zolder in and Volvo withdrew
from the sport at the end of the season, partly because of the RAS team being found guilty of
using non-approved race fuel, but primarily because the T had achieved what it set out to do.
Volvo did not return to touring car racing until the advent of super touring racing in the early s,
with the model. The also enjoyed some success in other branches of motorsport. Although
Volvo had pulled out of rallying in the early s, the Turbo did see action as a Group A rally car in
the mids, but without works backing it met with only limited success. The normally aspirated

version remained eligible for international competition until , and to this day the remains a
popular clubman's rally car in Scandinavia. This is a championship for amateur rally drivers
using Volvo s, s and s. In the interests of cost control, only very limited modifications are
allowed to the cars. The series attracts large numbers of competitors, attracted by its low cost
and by the Volvo's rear-drive handling and reliability. Because it is cheap and robust, the has
also become very common in folkrace competitions. In the UK the is popular for banger racing ,
due to its strength. The Volvo is now a common choice alongside Ford Granadas and Jaguars
for using at unlimited banger meetings. In the United States, s regularly appear in low-budget
endurance racing series such as 24 Hours of LeMons , where the reliability, durability, and easy
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New contactless services to help keep you safe. I didn't get the truck I wanted but they gave me
a 5 year newer truck that has no rust and a near perfect body for the same price thaks east
coast auto. I wanna do my car buying with these people love the prices from other places I have
talked too very fair. I had questions about a listing but when I called someone had already
purchased it. Staff was very helpful and told me about another similar vehicle that was
available. Thanks ECAS. Brad was incredibly helpful, very nice person who I was very
comfortable doing business with. Excellent customer service and the staff went above and
beyond to ensure we knew all that was needed to make a purchase. Great team East Coast
Auto! Very pleasant and responds. I did not buy this particular car but I would be glad to do
business with this dealer. Contacted right away, discussed this car and others. Will definitely
contact him back when ready. Ahmed was great, a real car guy. I ended up buying the car from
him as a project car for my son and I, it was great fun test driving a small 80s BMW on those
rolling country roads. Great guy, explained everything, we had a lot in common, including love
for old BMW's, He got back with me right away and followed up with me, always friendly and
courteous. George has been extremely helpful in acquainting me with the VW and staying in
contact with me through my thought process. He has been present but not pushy. This is a
great business with a quality customer service ethic. They also have quite a collection of classic
autos for sale! Overall great place. The dealer communicated back and forth with me very well.
They had the car all ready for me to look at when I arrived. They had it all clean inside and out.
Customer service was very good. Frank is the best. Inquired about the Fiat on Monday.. Great
Team! Very attentive and get back to you in a timely manner. Very helpful with great attitude.
Always willing to help with anything they can to get you whatever information you need. Ended
up buying a car from them. I will definitely recommend them to anyone looking for a classic
vehicle. I like this dealership, their my first choice when im looking for something affordable,
and in good condition. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available

nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. Used Volvo for Sale Nationwide. All Years
to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Volvo listings in your
area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Request Information. Negotiable , mi. Why Use
CarGurus? Volvo dealers in Atlanta GA. Volvo dealers in Chicago IL. Volvo dealers in Dallas TX.
Volvo dealers in Houston TX. Volvo dealers in Los Angeles CA. Volvo dealers in Miami FL.
Volvo dealers in New York NY. Volvo dealers in Philadelphia PA. Volvo dealers in Washington
DC. Volvo For Sale 9 listings. Volvo For Sale 1 listing. Make Volvo. Model They are getting rather
hard to find even in the Washington, DC area that has always been a hotbed for them. Once
again we got lucky. This auction is for a Volvo station wagon! And, to make this auction
interesting, we are putting this Classic Wagon up here for sale at a very fair price! And, to make
this a very safe bet for you, you have 50 miles to drive it. We still ask that zero feedback bidders
and bidders with no recent account activity contact us before bidding. VERY few dealers take
the time we do to give complete descriptions simply so that our bidders can make educated
decisions and not be surprised when they pick up their new cars. Basically we like listing the
interesting cars people like as opposed to the cars people are forced to drive. These are hands
down the safest and most reliable cars out there. Even now, 22 years later, they still return
excellent fuel economy and are easily the most inexpensive car in the industry to maintain and
own. The DL Wagons are considerably more desirable over the sedans as they are so useful as
a family wagon as well as being so comfortable to drive on a daily basis. When we found this
Volvo at a dealer auction we made sure we came home with it because they have become so
hard to find. Disassembled the fuse box, cleaned it, and replaced all fuses. Replaced the
muffler, tail and engine pipes, and exhaust hangers. Replaced the relay for the condenser fan.
Repaired damaged wiring within the AC system. Installed a new O2 sensor. Replaced the rear
shocks and the brake pads. We also had the car buffed and waxed and it made a huge
difference and brought back a lot of the original luster to the paint. The new owner here is going
to drive a really nice family wagon home! We always like to show some closer in pictures of our
cars so you can get in idea of just how nice they are. There is nothing but good to see on this
classic wagon! Here you can see how nice the proper period Volvo hubcaps are and what the
tread is like on the tires. The tires are not new but all have very good tread on them. Both our
service manager and myself put about several hundred trouble free miles on this Volvo. We
have zero doubts about it being able to drive cross-country if needed. No one makes a car to
this degree of quality and simplicity anymore or ever will again. For a 22 year old non-smoking
interior we were very pleased! Pictures do not lie! There is very little abnormal wear showing
anywhere else. This is really a beautifully kept interior for its age! The dash area is in the same
excellent condition as the rest of the car. The dash itself looks great. So does the headliner
though the plastic center console is broken where it faces the rear seats. All the gauges work
including the clock. All the power windows work along with the wiper on the rear window. The
left rear window operates on the switch on the rear door and not on the master. The right rear
window goes down with the master switch but needs to be raised using the rear switch. The
stock stereo has been replaced with a digital CD player that sounds very nice. The climate
control system works fine and the blower motor does not have any bearing squealing. The AC
compressor works and blows cold for the summer! Everything looks very nice and there is not a
whole lot to go wrong here. By extrapolating on the reported mileage on the Autocheck report
we honestly believe that the miles are somewhere between K. We tend to judge these Volvos
more on overall condition than miles since they will run forever mechanically. The original
manuals are included! What is VERY rare with this car is that it has the Volvo accessory shield
in excellent working condition. These privacy shields are impossible to source these days. It is
rare just to see one and even rarer to find one that still looks and works good. This car does not
have the third seat option. Family Volvos, since they last forever and are so darn useful,
normally get hard use from their owners and it is very RARE to find an interior in this kind of
condition! Under the hood is the famous Volvo 2. This is the same engine that my wife has in
her Volvo! This is pretty much one of the greatest gasoline engines ever built. It will easily go
for K miles with only simple common sense maintenance. Any mechanic can and all the parts
are easily available. This one starts and runs great with no leaking or smoking! This engine is
reliable and very inexpensive to maintain! You can see how clean everything is! The automatic

transmission with overdrive that we installed in the car shifts great in all conditions. We worked
on the window regulators, the exhaust, the rear shocks, and replaced the entire transmission.
Volvo s are very safe bets as indestructible as they are. And here is the VIN plate just so
everyone can do their due diligence! Everyone else is going to be very disappointed because
they missed on this very nice Volvo DL Estate Wagon! Run and place your bids Early! And
please bid high, bid often, and bid in confidence! If you have any questions, please feel free to
write US by clicking here! For the Terms, Conditions, Return Policies, and other Pertinent
Information for this auction everything you need to know about bids, warranties, fees, and
delivery! We understand fully that buyers have jobs, families, responsibilities and distances to
travel. As of February 1, , we can no longer be nice and absorb storage fees for buyers after the
pickup deadlines. So, if you intend to delay on picking up your vehicle, expect to receive a
storage bill. Being a long time, dedicated, eBay Seller that specializes in vehicles that average
24 years old, even the eBay Motors Support Staff tells us that it is going to be impossible for us
to maintain a perfect record. As always, we continue to offer vehicles here represented as
honestly as we possibly can without bankrupting ourselves having them checked out or having
every flaw addressed. Having a buyer own it for 3 months, have mechanics take it apart, drive it
for several thousand miles and then judge our description based on their greater experience is
rather unfair but does happen. Generally, whenever we might receive something less than
positive feedback, it is an indication that a buyer has shown an unwillingness to either let us
know about an issue, or a refusal on their part to exercise their option to return a vehicle that
they feel might have been misrepresented. We know that the vast majority of buyers are
reasonable and know that there is always a risk in buying an older used car long distance from
words and pictures and that there are always differences in opinions based on personal
experiences. In a world where a dealer is more than willing to take back a car and refund the
purchase price for misrepresentation it is actually very difficult to receive negative feedback
though it does happen. This reflects more on the integrity of the buyer than the seller. Again,
this is YOUR responsibility as a buyer and easy enough for you to obtain. Take the time to do
your due diligence on shipping. A simple Google search will find you over companies to choose
from. Shipping is usually cheaper in the long run than flying in yourself to pick up your vehicle.
His number is By bidding, buyers agree that any legal arbitration will take place in the West
Virginia Court system. Most commonly our vehicles are stored in the Northern Virginia area to
better accommodate buyers flying into either Dulles International or Reagan National airports or
shippers traveling the I corridor. Because all the vehicles we list here are in no reserve auctions
we do NOT offer test drives. While this might sound offputting, please understand that, in a no
reserve auction, a vehicle is technically sold the instant the first bid is placed upon it. We take
our eBay business very seriously and will not betray the trust of those who have entrusted their
bids to us. This policy protects vehicles for whoever the high bidder is going to be and we will
not risk the condition of a vehicle for someone who only wants to see if they might maybe make
a bid. Not the no reserve wholesale auctions we do. Temporary License Plates As a West
Virginia dealer we can provide temporary tags to assist with the drive home. The West Virginia
Temporary Tag is good for 60 days and can be issued to buyers with proper identification and
proof of insurance. This fee covers the title reassignment, reporting costs, and paperwork
maintenance fees every dealer incurs when selling a car. This is why this fee is disclosed and
added onto the back end. Before complaining, please note that the vast majority of dealers
offering cars on eBay at high Buy It Now pricing or reserves still charge a similar fee even
though their profits are guaranteed. Please do not try to pay in full using PayPal! These are the
ONLY accepted forms of payment. Please do NOT offer us chickens, children, credit cards, or
other items. Please don't ask us to set up payment plans or to allow you to pay us Tuesday for a
hamburger today. Buying a car on eBay for the first time can be exciting, scary, and confusing
all at the same time. We want to help make it as easy as possible for you and answer any
questions you might have. Zero Feedback bidders, according to eBay rules, cannot be blocked,
but if you have zero feedback and do not contact us before bidding, we do have the option to
cancel your bid. We take our eBay sales seriously and go to great lengths to protect the trust
buyers place in us. If a car has been sitting for more than a year or two not being driven much,
then the chances are very good that many parts will start wearing out quickly once a new owner
starts to put a lot of miles on it in a short period of time. This is not something a seller can
predict or be held accountable for Descriptions are based on our basic inspections of the
vehicle. Descriptions of cosmetic condition are based on our opinion of what we see and may
differ from your personal opinion. We have worked with hundreds of vehicles and base our
comments on comparison and the age of the vehicle. A vehicle that is described as "very nice",
"Excellent", "beautiful", etc, is described that way based on similar vehicles of that age and
mileage. These buyers might be comparing our cars to the totally perfect, mint condition, K

mile, show car they own or have owned in the past and be very anal retentive. Remember that
blemishes or issues may exist that we have not noted. We do NOT examine every vehicle under
a microscope, so small dings, scratches, chips, paint fade, windshield chips, washer motors,
bushings, defrosters, loose trim, previous rust or damage repairs, rust, missing trim, loose
headliners, missing radio buttons, etc. Because we offer all our vehicles in no reserve auctions
we are NOT in a position to have them extensively gone through by certified mechanics or body
and paint experts to assess their complete mechanical and structural condition. If we notice
something is wrong with a vehicle in the short time we have it before we list it we will have that
issue addressed or disclose it in the description. We also may neglect to mention a cosmetic
flaw that is clearly visible in the pictures. Please look at all of the pictures carefully, as they are
part of the vehicles description and ask questions if you have them. Unless otherwise noted in
the description, the vehicle is in running, drivable condition, although we can never make any
guarantees nor do we warranty any vehicle to pass a state inspection in ANY state unless noted
otherwise in the auction description. Our return policy covers misrepresentation of the vehicle.
New car dealers are out to screw you fixing older vehicles! The cars we list are generally low
tech and any inexpensive garage can work on them for much less. We make every effort to fully
disclose any major mechanical issues we find with a vehicle engine, transmission, safety , but
other issues may and probably still exist. Remember this is an older USED vehicle and will have
blemishes and or problems that are normal for the age and mileage or common on that
particular vehicle. Please keep in mind that some cars have inherent issues These issues may
exist now or in the future with the vehicle you are purchasing. We don't build them, we just sell
them! Lack of cleanliness is not a defect! Please use common sense before asking us silly
questions like if a car has been in a flood, a major accident, or if the title is clear. We are very
upfront in our descriptions and disclose everything we know about a car in it. It is insulting to
us that someone would think we would violate federal law and not disclose that a car has sat on
the bottom of the Gulf of Mexico. Our descriptions, including vehicle features, are listed as
accurately as possible, although we are not responsible for typographical errors in the listing.
This happens if a system has a small leak that we have no way of knowing about, especially
when a vehicle sits. The same thing applies to stereos. We will not reimburse for or perform any
air conditioning system repair on any vehicle, even if the system is listed as working and it does
not when you pick up the vehicle. Items including, but not limited to, extra keys or fobs, owners
manuals, new car smell, spare tires jacks, wheel tools , remotes, CD changer magazines, and
floor mats, may not be included with the vehicle. The seller will not pay for these items if they
are not there, or remove them from another vehicle. Most of these items can be purchased from
a dealer, auto parts store, or on eBay cheaply. Any issue either currently present or occurring in
the future, whether disclosed in the listing or not, will be sole responsibility of the buyer, and
the seller will NOT reimburse for any expenses incurred, or discount the purchase price! We will
gladly provide estimates to perform minor repairs if you wish us to. Given time and mileage,
something is bound to need fixing or maintenance. We do NOT respond well to people trying to
trade positive feedback in return for us fixing their car for them. By bidding, you agree to accept
responsibility for buying an older, USED car! Feedback extortion no matter how nicely it is
phrased is a crime, both in court and with eBay! We take our business and reputation seriously
and will go to court to protect it. Please use common sense when determining if you will drive
your new vehicle home. A year old car with , miles, even in the best of shape, is still 25 years old
and still has , miles. Many of these vehicles may have never made a long trip, or have not been
driven far in several years. Older cars with very low mileage might only have been driven locally
their entire lives and never on a trip. When we list a car on eBay we are aware of it being a
national marketplace. No dealer or manufacturer can guarantee this on any vehicle whether new
or used. About Our Photographs People often ask me about, or compliment me on, my
photography and how I do the pictures. I work on a system and take basically the same set of
pictures for every single vehicle. Check our current and previous auctions to verify this. I try to
use the same location every time if possible. Some folks are scared that the vehicle pictured
might be very different from the one they see. The only modifications I make to photographs are
to crop them so they are framed properly. Obviously, since I walk with a cane and my ass is
easy to kick, it is better there are no surprises. When you try it, digital photography is pretty
simple. After the purchase you have 50 miles to drive your vehicle. If you can show we
knowingly misrepresented a vehicle, please return it to us for a refund! This is the law and we
cannot make any exceptions! State law also requires that you must be 18 years of age or older
to purchase a motor vehicle from a dealer. We will hold a vehicle, as long as full payment is
received, in accordance with our terms of sale and storage, for up to 24 days. After 60 days you
relinquish the vehicle and all monies received by us. Thank you again for your interest in our
auctions, and we hope to add you to our growing list of satisfied customers! Happy Bidding!!

Listed is a Volvo Wagon. This is a very clean and rust free car. It has spent most of its life in
Arizona and Florida. We brought it to the Washington D. The body and the interior are in
excellent condition. The seats are fabric. Air conditioning and heater run perfectly. Car runs
very well. This is one of the cleanest examples of the wagon you will find. Payment should be
completed within 3 days of close of
ford super duty owners manual
volvo s60 o2 sensor
owners manual for 2007 ford f150
the auction. Payment must be made by a cashier's check. The car has no warranty.
Transportation arrangements are the buyer's responsibility. Below is a list of new or serviced
parts. Seller reserves the right to end the auction without notice. See above for overall
condition. Vehicle must paid in full within 3 days of the auction. Call AJ at So, please get
questions answered before bidding and winning the auction. Local pickup is preferred and free,
of course! Shipping rates offered up as well as pickup No processing of title work in VA. Elk
Grove, CA. Dallas, OR. North Kingstown, RI. Sacramento, CA. Absarokee, MT. Chester Twp, NJ.
Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Cars for Sale Volvo wagon Virginia. Year Make Volvo
Model Volvo : Base Wagon 4-Door volvo base sedan 4 door 2. Volvo : Base Wagon 4-Door volvo
base wagon 4 door 2. Category Beta Sedan 5. City Vienna 3 Arlington 1 Falls Church 1. ZIP
Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

